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NUTRIEN 

Background 
 
Nutrien’s Joffre Nitrogen (Alberta, Canada) and Augusta Nitrogen (Augusta, Georgia, USA) operations 

approached CableSafe® about dropped objects prevention solutions for their turnaround maintenance 

(TAM) and planned maintenance at their respective sites in Alberta and in Georgia.  

 

Nutrien’s maintenance teams’ main goal is to prevent tools and small parts from dropping from the main 

blower deck level which is 40’ up in the air and the main compressor deck which has lots of foot traffic 

thereby making those areas high risk for dropped objects.  

 

After implementing the CableSafe® dropped objects prevention work mats at their Joffre Nitrogen site last 
year, the millwright maintenance team said: “the CableSafe dropped objects prevention work mats worked 

great for our three weeks turnaround, we received lots of compliments and other sites are now looking to 

implement the drops work mats solution too.”  

 

For more information about Nutrien’s Nitrogen Operations: https://www.nutrien.com/locations/nitrogen-

operations  

Solution provided to Nutrien  
> CableSafe® Dropped Objects Prevention Work Mats 

 

CableSafe’s dropped objects prevention work mat is a proprietary product designed as a temporary solution to 
prevent small objects and tools from dropping. The CableSafe® dropped object prevention work mat or 
simply ‘drops mat’ is a reusable tool which is commonly used on elevated gratings, catwalks and work 
platforms during maintenance, outages, shutdowns and regular work operations. 
 

About CableSafe® 

 
 

CableSafe® is a trusted industry specialist in Cable Safety, Cable Management, Dropped Objects 
Prevention and Confined Safety. Our company has been providing client-specific safety solutions to address 
gaps in the market for the last 25 years. With its origins in the Netherlands, the company prides itself in 
providing affordable, practical product solutions without compromising on quality. CableSafe® manufactures 
mostly in the EU and North America, guaranteeing reliability.  
 
For more information about CableSafe®: https://cablesafe.com/cable-safety/  
For more information, kindly contact: cs@westmarkbv.com  
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